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Memorandum on Work Programme. and Priorities, 1971-1973

1. ■ The aim of this memorandum is to present for the consideration of the

Committee suggestions for the- .emulation., of its work programme and

priorities for the period 1971-1973- It is intended that any work programme

the. Committee may adopt for itself should be subject to periodic review, not

only for the purpose of taking stock of action taken, evaluating achievements,

determining1 follow-up action, but alsb to' allow for the'' reassessment of

priorities and the inclusion:of new projects" that' are deemed1to be of urgent

importance to member states. It is therefore recommended".. tHatfUanly. the work

programme adopted for the year 1971 should be regarded as firm.

2. In.accordance with the elaboration of the terms of reference of the

Committee, the work programme to be adopted by it should indicate what action

should be taken by member States, individually and/or collectively, as well

as action they would wish the co-operating agencies to undertake on their

,behalf or for which member States would consider making ;a formal request for

technical assistance.

3". Although it is clearly understood that the setting of development goals,

priorities of action and the strategy for realizing these goals are the

responsibilities of individual states, it has been deemed useful to try and

identify some broad areas of common concern to the co-operating member States,

with special reference to trade and tourism. These areas of immediate concern tre:

!• In the field of trade:

(a) The need to restructure trade (domestic, sub-regional, and

foreign) with a view to ensuring that it makes an optimum

contribution to economic and social development,

(b) Inadequacies in the organizational arrangements for the

planning of the foreign trade sector, and the integration

of the latter in the overall national development plans.

(c) Lack of harmonization of national development policies as

regards their trade implications at the sub-regional levels.
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(d) Difficulties associated with transit trade, and the special

problems ■ of land—locked countries.,

(e) Quantitative and qualitat a deficiencies in trained manpower

resources, as regards indigenous trade an^l managerial personnel, .

both in the public and private sector, ...

(f) Creation or streamlining of national trade promotion machineries,

(g) ;.Quantitative and qualitative deficiencies in ths flow of trade intellig

ences available on prices, qu*litie3, quantities, and conditions of

delirer*' of geexis which can be supplied by neighbouring countries.

II, In the field of tourism

(a) The need for introduction of uniform and reasonably complete

tourism statistics in all member states in order to facilitate

planning of tourism development both in African countries and

elsewhere.

(b) Uniform classification of hotsls and other commercial tourist.

accommodation facilities* • .

(c) Lack of information on planned tourism development in neighbouring

countries both of infrastructure and.accommodation facilities, and

consequently: . ,

(d) lack of knowledge about manpower requirements and the training

facilities which are available.

(«) Ineffectiveness or costliness of the present travel promotion in

overseas markets, ' - --- — -

(f) Administrative restrictions, including visa requirements, exchange

controls, customs regulations, which hinder expansion both of tourism

within the two sub-regions as well as tourism originating from other

continents.

(g) Inadequate consideration of the interests of tourism development in

African countries by international air-carriers shaping their tariff

policy.

The overall concern of member States is the consideration of measures that

could be taken individually as well as collectively and in concert, so that
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the main problems of trade and tourism listed above could cease to be

serious- constraints on econo>nic and social development efforts. Therefore,

in determining a work programme -and-priority of- action aimed'at-fostering

multinational co-operation in the fields of trade and tourism due regard

should be given to the resolution of the above problems.

Any work programme which the Committee may adopt will of necessity be

addressed to all member States for action. However, individual countries

may have to make adjustments to suit their specific needs and the requirements

of the programme recommended* Below are the suggested projects and priorities

for 1971-1973.

I. ' Trade ' ■

1971

A. Action by individual States

1« Exchange of information . ■ .

Pursuant to Resolution D taken by the 6th Summit Conference of East and

Central African States t it i3 suggested that individual countries coiiipile

lists of products showing extent of availability, price,quality'and statement

of any- particular -problems-affecting-their- supply.-. Reports .should also be

provided on excess capacities in the producing establishments. In addition,

published materials on taade should be exchanged among member States or

indirectly through the Africa Trade Centre.

2. Assessment of national manpower and training needs for the period

1971"198O as rewards commercial, trade promotion, and business

management personnel . ; . .
1 1

This project should be undertaken as part of the study on "Assessment of

national manpower and training needs" which has been recommended'by the last

meeting of the Sectoral Committee on Human Resources held in November 1970

for the consideration of member States and co—operating organizations*

Assistance may be requested-from appropriate specialized agencies and

bilateral organizations in executing this project.
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3. Establishment of a National Committee of Experts to undertake a

.comprehensive review of the structure and relevance of commercial

trade promotion and business management education and training

programmes in relation to the country's manpower requirements, in

that field. •-■

It is suggested that this project .be carried out as part of a project

regarding the establishment of a National Committee of Experts to undertake

a comprehensive review of the structure and relevance of technical,"

prevocational commercial and agricultural education training programmes in

relation to the country's manpower requirements. This means that the

National Committee of Experts whose setting up has been recommended by the

Sectoral Committee on Human Resources would be entrusted with the task of

undertaking the review referred to here.

It is suggested that the implementation of this project in countries

where no such review has recently been undertaken or underway, be completed

over a two-year period, that is during 1971-1972, as has been recommended

by the Sectoral Committee on Human Resources.

B» Concerted action

1. Development and expansion of trade between the countries of the region

It Is suggested!

(a) that countries of the region should, as a first step, consult

among themselves with a view to initiating negotiations for

trade liberalisation^ ■ .

(b) that they should define the specific objectives to be aimed

at during the negotiations;

(a) that they should fix target dates for the attainment of these

objectives within an overall time-table, and agree on procedures

to be followed during the negotiations;

(d) that they should set-up an ad hoc body for carrying out the

negotiations;
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EGA is undertaking a study which will try to identify agricultural and non-

agricultural products to be considered for trade concessions amona
o

participating countries. It is hoped that the study (will provide a concrete

basic for the above-mentioned negotiations.

2* An inventory, and assessment, of commercial policy, trade promotion
business management education and training facilities available in
each member State for students and trainees from other co-operating
states, as well as at the international level, with a view to arriving
at a common approach to training problems in these fields!'v? • * ■

oindida1tS'-.1:hat. the training
facilities available at the African level which have just been referred to

include, the following: . . . .: ,.

marketing

^..fpr..yQung...busiafcss--people and -trade promotion executives.

(b) Annual ECA/GATT training course in commercial, policy- and.trade
promotion.

(c) Trade symposia"on practical aspects'of intrawirican trade policy
■ organized by ATC.

Annual"ECA/lTC training courses for African executives in marketing of selected

products to African countries, as well as in service training possibilities

for junior trade promotion officers to be attached to ATC for periods of up to

one year duration, are in the planning stafes.

3*.' ■ Creation or streamlining of national trade promotion machineries

Since "official trade organizations can.look very impressive on paper and

can be inefficient in operation," as is mentioned in Resolution D already, quoted,

this project would' ainaf assistli^ promotion

machineries and in resolving the problems faced by existing ones, as regards

especially their organization and programming.

h' A s*"dr on difficulties associated with transit ■' trade and the speoial
problems of land-locked countries in the two sub-regions

EGA has been requested, with the assistance of consultants and'UNDP

financing, to undertake the above study. The study will examine.the questions
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of standardization and simplification of import and export documents,.

procedure for maximizing security of goods, establishment of common custom;
-I ■ r ■ ' "

control frontier posts, especially f,or vtrans.it trade,.. .

A# ' ' Action by' individual .States .- ..c. !'-..■.. , ' • ■■'■■ *■■■ ■■•

''-V: I'";1'. •.':;7- " ,•/(".';':';':,;?.:,.-. : .■-; fevJ.ft^fer'-.";- •■■■^ '■• - '■■"'■'■ '■■■'■
I'i'"5 Rxibrharige of information (continuing,;.'see, above, for 197I7) -■■■"- .

2, .Review of or^goizational arrangements for the planning of thoiforeign

. trade sector and the integration of the latter in' the' overall'

development plans " . ■ )

3» Completion of projects on the assessment of national 'manpower and

training needs as regards commercial, trade promotion^ and rag.naf^erio.l

personnel and on the structure and relevance of coniaercial education

and training programmes initiated during the preceding year

B. Concerted action . . . .'.".•■ . •'

1* Expansion and improvement of intra-sub-regional trade

The precise nature of this project would of necessity depend oa the

work programme for negotiations which might have been agreed upon by

countries of the region in the preceding year, ' It is hoped, however,-that

at that stage, the machinery for negotiations will have started to function

and that, regardless of the particular approach to be used in those

negotiations, member States will agree to some concessions, however modest

these might be, so as to get .the process of trade .liberalization..effectively

under way. . ■

2, Harmonization of national development policies, as regards their

trade implications at the regional level

It is suggested that the co-operating member State's should seek

practical ways and means of harmonizing their development policies, as

regards particularly the creation or expansion..of capacities, for- the-

production of-.goods, which, are-destined-for-the" markets" of the two'sub-regioiia,

so .as to avoid excess capacities, and explore possibilities of joint

production. The creation of a standing.group of senior officials :fromr

national ministries of trade and economic planning to deal with this matter

would be in order.
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3« , A study on tax and financial incentives, to promote inter African

trade '■ '

ECA will undertake a study on the question of incentives and

disincentives in Africa with a view to evaluating present systems and

developing new principles, as appropriate.

1973

A. Action by individual" States

!• Exchange of trade information (continuing project sea above for 1971)

2* Review of the training programmes for commercial and managerial

personnel, and the-benefits accruing therefrom ' ■ .

B. Concerted action

1? The setting-up of an export credit insurance institute or instiutes:

ECA will undertake a study aimed at investigating the most efficient

institutional arrangements for the implementation of an export credit

insurance scheme or schemes in the region.

2» Review of the progress of concerted action taken by member Governments
to promote iivtra-sub-»regional trade . :

The Committee may wish to take stock of action taken, evaluate

achievements, and determine its future course.of action, in the field of

trade liberalization, on the"basis of a report prepared by the secretariat

of the Committee,

3« Review of progress of concerted action taken by governments to

co-ordinate their development policies, as regards the trade

implications of the latter at the regional level

It is suggested that the Committee review the progress made in that

field, on the basis of a report prepared by its secretariat.

II. Tourism . . .

1971 ; .. . ■ ■

A. Action by individual States

1. It is suggested that the member countries should make available'yearly

to each other through the secretariat of the Committee, information on:
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,.... (a)..._the-volume-.Qf tourism -arid-its pattern"(tduVism statistics);
(b) the number of hotels and other commercial accommodation

facilities.(lodges, motels, holiday villages, etc.)'with

.: . . indication of their, type, category, size and.-location

- existing on 31 Deoenber I976 '

- built during 1970;

(o) the tourist roads, international airports and other -infrastructure
to be constructed during the actual plan period; '. '

>- :.: (d)::*hP-Or^tion-^."e» national Ports..and game, reserves or'extension
... . ..Of ..the...?xisti.nS. onps. during .t.he,.actual.,plan period; ■

(e) the results- of sample surveys carried out among foreign visitors.

2. Assessment of national manpower and training needs for the period 1971-

198?-.ln' hotel industry. arcl. tourism ...trade.

3. Inventory of the existing facilities for professional training in

individual states, their level, capacity and duration of training (annual
turn-out).

B. ..Concerted aotion■■■"■•- ■■■ ■ ■■••

1. Introduction of uniform tourism statistics in all the member States,

based on the principles recommended by the Statistical Commission of the

United Nations. E/CN.3/385 of 6 December 1967> considering equally the

recently recommended system of tourism -statistics for the Partner States by
the EAC. ■ ■ -• : .

2.
Uniform- classification of hotel* in all the member StatesV:taking

into account the recent classification undertaken in Kenya.

3. Elaboration of a surve/of manpower needs in tourism including hotel
xndustry of the two sub^-egions, during the period 1971-1980, and the -

institutions and ad_hoc arrangements for training existing or --to" be '

organized in individual states of the two sub-regions.

4. Elaboration of a survey-of tourist prdffotidn-'carried out by'member'
countries on overseas markets, and-of the total- amounts of money spent on
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travel promotion, as well as of the number of staff engaged in it,

including recommendations ca how t 3 promotion should be3t be organized

by co-operation of the interested countries•

A* Action by individual States ■ '

1* Exchange of information as under (l) for 1971

2. Exchange of information about

■ - — visa and passport formalities

— foreign exchange controls and restrictions

— customs formalities and customs facilities for tourists

B. ■ Concerted action

1. Elaboration of recommendations for the statutes, work programme and

financing of a joint organization for travel promotion on overseas markets,

in case such an organization has not been created yet. If it has,

elaboration of recommendation on how othar countries of the two aub-regions

could 'best co-operate with this organization*

2. Elaboration of recommendations for setting up an institute for hotel

administration and tourist operation which would train personnel for higher

level jobs in industry and tourism.

3» Examination of administrative formalities and other restrictions

hindering'the rapid development of international tourism between the East

and Central African countries and between overseas countries•and East and

Central Africa.

1973

A. Action by individual States

1. Exchange of information &a und*r (l) for 1971

2» Exchange of information about the air services connecting the East and

Central African countries and with other regions9

3« Statistics of incoming and outgoing passengers, cargo and mail, load

factors, revenues and operational results both for schedule services and

charter traffic*
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B« Concerted action

. v

1« Recommendation on simplification' br elimination of administrative

formalities hindering faster growth of tourism in the region,

2, Recommendation on the passenger air transport policy to be adopted

by individual countries in order to derive maximum benefit from

technological achievement in air transport for the tourism development

of the East and Central African region.


